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1/ Peter Bevelin, who has written books like “Seeking Wisdom: From Darwin to

Munger,” provided me with a rough transcript of the Charlie Munger talk from

yesterday. I did some clean up and editing and focus on points I didn’t make in my

tweets yesterday.

2/ “All successful investment involves trying to get into something where it's worth more than you're paying. That's what

successful investment is. There are a lot of different ways to find something worth more than you're paying. You can do what

Sequoia does [e.g, in VC]."

3/ “Good investing requires a weird combination of patience and aggression and not many people have it. It also requires a

big amount of self-awareness about how much you know and how much you don't know. You have to know the edge of your

own competency."

4/ "A lot of brilliant people are no good knowing the edge of their own competency. They think they're way smarter than they

are. Of course, that's dangerous and causes trouble.” Charlie Munger

5/ “When I was young, there was practically nobody involved in investing and they weren't very smart. Now almost

everybody's smart. A good proportion of the people in investing are sucked into finance by the money. That's an important

development. I don't welcome it at all."

6/ "I don't think we want the whole world trying to get rich by outsmarting the rest of the world. But that's what's happened.

There's been frenzies of speculation and so on. It's been very interesting, but it's not been all good.” CM

7/ "You find out whether you got the qualities to win at poker by playing poker. It helps to know the math and Pascal, but

everybody with any sense knows that. Having a temperament where math and Pascal is almost as much a part of you as

your ear and nose, is hard to teach.”

8/ “In the early days we found some people instantly converted to our way of investing and did very well. Some people, no

matter how carefully we explained it and no matter how successful they were otherwise could never learn that. Either they

got it fast or didn't get it at all”
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9/ “A lot of people think they're way smarter than they are and they do worse than dumb people. It's very common to be

utterly brilliant and think you're way the hell smarter than you are.

To succeed, start early, try hard, and keep doing it. All success comes that way." CM

10/ “All the things that were really great when I were young have receded enormously. New things have come up and some

of them have started to die. That is what the long-term investment climate is, which does make it very interesting." [more

later]

11/ [Call cancelled so I'm back] Munger: "Look at what's died: department stores, newspapers, steel, John D Rockefeller's

Standard Oil is a pale shadow of what it was. It is just like biology. They have their little hour, they have their little time and

then they get clobbered.”

12/ “Everybody uses new technology, but it really helps to have a position that almost can't be taken away by technology.

You can hardly think of a more old-fashioned business than a railroad business. But who in hell is ever going to create

another trunk railroad?" Munger

13/ "Burlington Northern is a very good asset for us, so, and we made that success, not by concrete change, but by avoiding

it. Burlington Northern has been quite clever at adapting technology to their railroad."

14/ "Imagine the good luck of being able to take an existing railroad and double-deck all the trains, and raise the heights of

the tunnels a little, and so forth. All of a sudden you've got twice the capacity at very little incremental cost, which is what

that railroad has done."

15/ ''A friend send me a blue blazer made in China, bought on the Chinese internet, and it cost $42 delivered. It may not

have been a perfect blazer, but it was an amazing blazer for $42. The person who created that blazer gave some little

factory an order for 100,000 at once."

16/ "They were pre-sold. It's the most extreme kind of "kill all our competitors" type of selling I've ever seen. How good is it

for Brooks Brothers when somebody can deliver a blazer through the internet from China for $42? It didn't look like that bad

a blazer to me either.”

17/ "“I spent a lifetime trying to avoid my own mental biases. A) I rubbed my own nose in my own mistakes. B) I try and keep

it simple and fundamental as much as I can. I like the engineering concept of a margin of safety. I'm a very blocking and

tackling kind of a thinker."

18/ "I just try and avoid being stupid. I have a way of handling a lot of problems. I put them on what I call my 'too-hard pile.'

Then I just leave them there. I'm not trying to succeed in my too-hard pile. I sometimes get things that are too hard and

when that happens, I fail."

19/ "The single most important thing, if you want to avoid a lot of stupid errors, is knowing where you're competent and

where you aren't. That's very hard to do, because the human mind naturally tries to make you think you're way smarter than

you are.” Charlie Munger



20/ “Early innovation by Giannini's Bank of America helped immigrants by giving them loans. He kind of knew which ones

were good for it and which ones weren't. I think that was all for the good. That brought banking to a lot of people who

deserved it."

21/ "Bank of America helped the economy and helped everybody. Once banking got so they wanted to have soft hands and

make zillions as speculators, those developments haven't been a plus. In other words, I like banking when they're trying to

avoid losses prudently.” CM

22/ “Some European government borrowed money recently for some tiny little fraction of 1% for a hundred years. Now, that

is weird. What kind of lunatic would loan money to a European government for a hundred years at less than 1%?”

23/ “In my lifetime, advanced civilization has gotten ahead faster than any century that existed before. Nothing else was

even close. It's utterly without precedent in real terms." Charlie Munger

24/ "It's unbelievable, I watched the whole damn thing quite literally because I've lived so long. It's been absolutely

astounding.” CM

25/ “Just think of how hard it is to get far ahead in life. Imagine, first you want to get ahead at Caltech. If you're very brilliant

and work 80 or 90 hours a week for 9 or 10 years, you get tenure. That is not what I call an easy life and competing with the

Homer Joe Stewarts."

26/ "I chose to avoid [academia as a career] because I knew I wouldn't win big at it. I would have been a perfectly successful

professor by ordinary standards, but I would not have been a star.” CM

27/ "I'm a big fan of knowing the big ideas in pretty much all of the disciplines, the ones that are pretty easy to assimilate,

and then using those routinely in your judgments. That's just my system. I don't believe in just constantly consulting with

experts." Munger

28/ "I might consult experts in building a chemical plant or something. But in making investment decisions it's very helpful to

be comfortable with the big ideas in all the disciplines. I think that life's more fun if you do that."

Charlie Munger

29/ "Academia is not very good at the interdisciplinary stuff. Academia rewards a researcher who knows more and more

about less and less, and there are real difficulties with that approach."

Charlie Munger

30/ "It's harder to be that smart in the liberal arts, partly because many liberal arts professors are so leftist. It's hard to be

pretty smart if you're crazy leftist. You're going to have the world a lot wrong.”

[Charlie Munger would say that about a "crazy rightist" too.]



31/ "What helps everyone is to get in something that's going up and it just carries you along without much talent or work. If

you pick a really strong place, like say Costco, and you go to work at it, and you really are reliable and nice, you're going to

do fine in life." Munger

32/ "Nobody wants to go to work for Costco after graduating from Harvard, or MIT, or Stanford. Of course, it's the one place

where it would be easiest to get ahead. You would have a big tailwind.”

Charlie Munger

33/ “I'm proudest of avoiding some things I don't like. I don't like irrationality, and I've worked to try and avoid it in my life. I

haven't succeeded completely of course. Nobody does. It's been a pleasant way of going through life."

Charlie Munger

34/ That's a wrap on my edited "twitscript" of the Munger interview.

Did the interviewer ask great questions? No.

Could current topics have been explored via great questions, that would have produced zingers? Yes.

It was way better than a poke in the eye with a stick tho.
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